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"Talking Kinky: The Kink Chronicles"

Soars to Success in Sexuality Podcast

Rankings.

In an unprecedented rise within the

realm of digital content, "Talking Kinky:

The Kink Chronicles," co-hosted by the

dynamic duo Isabelle Brown and Tom

Flynn, has achieved a remarkable

milestone by securing a TOP 30

position within the UK TOP 100 sexuality podcast rankings and that’s in just 30 days since it was

launched.

This significant achievement underscores the podcast's compelling content, engaging

We are overwhelmed by the

incredible response to our

podcast. Reaching a TOP 30

spot in such a short time is

beyond our expectations,

and it motivates us to keep

bringing kink out of the

shadows.”

Tommy and Isabelle

discussions, and the co-hosts' dedication to exploring the

depths of human kink and sexuality with openness,

respect, and insight.

Since its inception, "Talking Kinky" has captivated

thousands of listeners in more than 25 countries

worldwide, offering a fresh, enlightening perspective on a

range of mild to wild topics related to kink, desire, and

sexual exploration. 

According to Rephonic.com, Talking Kinky has already had

nearly 2000 listeners per episode and that popularity is

http://www.einpresswire.com


largely due to Isabelle and Tom's fearless approach to diving into both the known and the lesser-

known aspects of kink. This has clearly resonated with a diverse audience, fostering a

community of listeners eager to learn, share, and discuss.

The podcast's rapid climb in the rankings is a testament to the wonderful chemistry between the

co-hosts, its quality content and dialogue, relevance, and the growing appetite for content that

breaks down barriers and promotes a healthy, inclusive understanding of kink and sexuality. 

With listeners spanning across five continents and ranging in ages from early twenties to those

in their golden years, "Talking Kinky" has proven its universal appeal and the importance of

having open dialogues about topics that are often considered taboo.

Isabelle and Tom expressed their gratitude to their listeners, stating, "We are overwhelmed by

the incredible response to our podcast. Reaching a TOP 30 spot in such a short time is beyond

our expectations, and it motivates us to keep pushing boundaries, exploring new topics, and

providing our audience with content that is not only informative but also empowering."

As "Talking Kinky" continues to grow, Isabelle and Tom are committed to maintaining the

podcast's high standards, engaging with their listeners, and contributing to a broader

conversation about sexuality, kink, and personal empowerment.

Listeners can tune into "Talking Kinky: The Kink Chronicles" on all major podcast platforms like

Spotify, Apple and YouTube and follow the dynamic duo on Instagram @talkingkinky. Join the

conversation and be part of a community that celebrates kink, sexual diversity, curiosity, and

education.

About "Talking Kinky: The Kink Chronicles"

"Talking Kinky: The Kink Chronicles" is a podcast dedicated to exploring the world of kink and

sexuality. Co-hosted by Isabelle Brown and Tom Flynn, the podcast aims to demystify sexual

kinks and preferences, offering a platform for open, honest discussions. With a focus on

inclusivity, education, and empowerment, "Talking Kinky" invites listeners to explore their desires

in a safe, supportive environment.

Contact Information:

Tom Flynn

flynntommy1@hotmail.co.uk

SPOTIFY: open.spotify.com/show/2rQc18itEDqxKVqp9lHvSz?si=8NM6dah_SS6d2uUrk0nE-A

APPLE: podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/talking-kinky-the-kink-

chronicles/id1725391398?i=1000641414450

RATE US: ratethispodcast.com/talkshowforkinksters

YOUTUBE: youtube.com/@TalkingKinky?si=RUPadexXteMDNpPj

http://open.spotify.com/show/2rQc18itEDqxKVqp9lHvSz?si=8NM6dah_SS6d2uUrk0nE-A
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https://www.instagram.com/talkingkinky?igsh=MTI3bzg0OW9nY2owaA%3D%3D&amp;utm_source=qr
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